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“If the thought is useful and creative, 
then the action will be useful and productive.”

-    Maharishiji

CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 
on 14th of November. 

Children’s day celebration at our MVM 

began with a welcoming assembly for 

the students conducted by the teachers, with 

musical performances done by teachers from 

different departments.

The school shared the happiness of the 

occasion by gifting the students grade wise 

presents. 

Other special days’ celebrations included the FIBONACCI DAY 

observed on November 23rd marked by the Math department 

organizing grade wise events and the CONSTITUTION DAY observed 

on 25th of November marked by special activities grade wise 

showcasing the significance of the Constitution and an awareness 

against the social evils.

FIBONACCI DAY 

The month of November 

in our school was also 

marked by our students 

winning laurels in many 

interschool competitions 

conducted by various 

schools in Chennai. 

CELE FIESTA conducted by the New Prince Sri Bhavani School, FAIRY FIESTA by St. Johns 

Senior Secondary school, BELIEVE YOU CAN by the St. Britto Academy, Children’s day State 

level competition conducted by the Bharat Jeevanadi, RISHS STAR QUEST conducted by the 

RISHS International school were some noteworthy ones. Our performance excelled and made 

us win the Rolling trophy. 

Moreover our students 

also participated in 

SUSHRUTHA SCIENCE 
EXPO 2022 conducted 

by Maharishi Vidya Mandir 

(Thiruvatriyur) and won the 

special prize for their exhibit 

on ‘Disaster management’. 

Students from our KG 

Department also proved their 

brilliance among the other 

group schools of MVM in the 

Inter School Science Expo, by 

bagging their award.

Our students also outshined in the Sports events conducted by various organizations namely THE 

OPEN STATE BADMINTON TOURNAMENT conducted by ‘The Stop and Play Badminton 

Academy’, ‘NATIONAL KARATE COMPETITION 2022’ etc.



A PIONEERING SCIENCE EXPO BY THE KG DEPARTMENT

The educational philosophies of ‘Realism’ and ‘Pragmatism’ focus on the role of scientific 

observation, experimentation and hands-on learning to impart problem solving skills in 

students. Children being inquisitive love to unravel mysteries around them by inquiry. 

SCI WORLD 2022

We, at MVM, Kovilambakkam, wanted our KG children to relish the aroma of the significance 

of Science and wanted them to explore their imagination. This led us to initiate the first expo 

of science projects by our KG Department, the SCI WORLD 2022.

On 19th of November, 2022, the first Sci-World 2022 was inaugurated by Smt. Nancy Ramesh, 

Head Mistress, MVM, Bala Bhavan. It was also honoured by the presence of our Senior 

Management committee, our beloved Correspondent and the Joint correspondent and our 

Directors. The event began with the lighting of the lamp by our Chief Guests, Principal, Vice 

Principal and the Academic Advisor.

The concept had a hesitant acceptance from the parent community initially. Once it got kick 

started the enthusiasm shown by the parent-teacher-student community was astounding.  

The children were given various scientific themes to prepare as projects. Natural phenomena 

like volcano, capillary action etc., human systems like the digestive system, scientific man 

made innovations like the invisible ink, different modes of transport, the enviro battery, the 

efficient science of waste water management were some of the brilliant topics exhibited. The 

tiny tots at the age of 3 to 5 portraying great innovators like Sir Isaac Newton, Alexander 

Graham bell, A.P.J Abdul Kalam, Galileo, Albert Einstein thereby expounding their inventions 

and discoveries made the audience awestruck. 

Upper primary students revealed their creativity by 

making book marks carrying quotes of popular authors 

from various child literature works. Yet another activity 

encouraged the evolution of budding script writers 

among the students.

To crown all the events, students from the middle 

school were given an opportunity to visit one of the 

huge custodian of books, the ‘Anna Centenary library’ 

a state-of-the-art library which hosts five lakh books. 

Students were enthralled by the giant magnitude of 

the multistoreyed gateway of wisdom. Students were 

guided around the library to various sections. The Tamil 

literature section was the centre of attraction for the 

children as there were numerous great literary works of 

the Sangam were preserved as manuscripts.

The children’s section also fascinated them. They had an opportunity to share their 

wisdom with their fellow school mates in the common arena in the Library.

The entire week of celebrations thus made the students realize the quintessence of 

love for the Library whatever be the evolved form of it be and understand that books 

are uniquely portable magic that cannot be superseded by the form of technology.

55th NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK CELEBRATION.

To quote Sidney Sheldon ‘Libraries store the energy that fuels the imagination. They open 

up the windows to the world and inspire young minds to explore, achieve and contribute 

to improving our quality of life.’

The week long celebrations of the 55th National library week during the second week of 

November, at our school, included a variety of creative activities for students across the school. 

Every day began with a student giving a book review on the book of their favourite author 

that had fascinated them in the school assembly. Different activities followed thereby.

Lower primary students showcased their love for juvenile literature by portraying famous 

characters during the fancy dress show.


